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The above-referenced grievance has been discussed by the Pre-Review Screening
Committee and is being returned to Fact Finding to determine the amount and
complexity of instrument fabrication that would have been required to perform
the contracted job and interpret the results of the tests. In other words, what
would it have taken for PG&E to have done the work?

~~~----DAVID J. BERGMAN, Chairman
Review Committee
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ANSWERS TO Q's RE: F.F. # 4593 / STM GEN GRIEV.# 89-51

Do to the change of H.R. Rep's
not possible to meet as a cmte to
Therefore, the Company has submitted its
Union's.

in S.F. Stm PIts, it was
answer your questions.

answers and these are the

#1. Yes, some ·of the equipment used could have been
fabricated in the I.R. shop. ENCOR used P.G.and E. equipment, set
up by shop employees, on straight time, and they provided a few
pieces of there own equipment.

#2. It is unknown at this time how long it would have
taken. The piece of plastic tube, with holes in it, would not have
taken much time, with ENCOR's guidance.

#3. We feel that the $500.00, the company cited is to
high, even including the cost of manpower.

#4. We feel that the I.R. dept. employees could have.
Given the length of advanced notice the Plant had to prepare for
this overhaul, what the Engineering Dept. wanted to find out, and
the experience that P.G.and E's Steam Engineers in the system have.

#6. Due to the local Plant Engineering Dept. wasting
time for unknown reasons, it would have been close. However, as
stated in # 4. there was plenty of advanced notice in this
situation to have done almost all of the fabricating/testing by
Steam Generation employees. Please keep in mind, the information
that ENCOR provided. was of no use to the Plant in determining
Specifically where the problem was.

The question that needs to be answered is, Why the
I.R. employees were not allowed to work with ENCOR on the weekend?
ENCOR utilized shop materials and test equipment to augment there
"special" equipment. In the past I.R. Dept. employees always set
up and ran the tests for the Engineering Dept ••
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#7. Yes, working with ENCOR we
a II hard money II contract. ENCOR used
equipment, set up by the I.R. Dept., and
of the time.

did. Again, this was not
a lot of P.G.and E.'s
we worked with them most

#8. To some extent, yes.
Job Definition of the Control Tech.
evaluate test results.

We believe it is within the
to work with Engineers to

We hope that these answers help clear up the Companies
snow job. If you should have any further question, please do not
hesitate to contact me and I wi11 attempt to obtain answers to
them.

Fraternally,
.- / /6'

·c>· -, ( C£~4L-"-"Z_V
Ed Caruso
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MAR 1 2 1991
This grievance concerns whether the Company was in violation of
the agreement and Letter Agreement 88-104 for contracting out
condenser testing work.

Union contended the Company improperly denied bargaining unit
employees classified as Instrument Repairmen the opportunity to
work overtime prior to assigning work normally performed by
Instrument Repairmen to ENCOR contract employees.

The Company stated that it utilized the I&R group appropriately
in conjunction with the work in question. The Plant had exhausted
all efforts to utilize the Instrument Repairmen to perform normal
tests with plant equipment, but wanted further specific tests to
verify the problems identified by the Instrument Repairmen.
ENCOR was utilized to perform additional tests with specially
fabricated and more technical testing equipment. The ENCOR test
results provided confirmation of the accuracy of the previous
tests performed by the Instrument Repairmen.

After much discussion, the Committee agreed that there was no
violation of LA 88-104 as this was further verification of
Instrument Repairmen's previous tests. Based on the above, this
case is considered closed without adjustment and without
prejudice to either party.
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KEN BALL, JR., Fo~he Union
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